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DISTRIBUTED MUTEX & DEADLOCK 

DISTRIBUTED MUTUAL EXCLUSION ALGORITHMS 

 Mutual exclusion is a concurrency control property which is introduced to prevent race 

conditions.  

 It is the requirement that a process cannot access a shared resource while another concurrent 

process is currently present or executing the same resource. 

Mutual exclusion in a distributed system states that only one process is allowed to execute 

the critical section (CS) at any given time. 

 

 Message passing is the sole means for implementing distributed mutual exclusion.  

 The decision as to which process is allowed access to the CS next is arrived at by message 

passing, in which each process learns about the state of all other processes in some consistent 

way. 

 There are three basic approaches for implementing distributed mutual exclusion: 

1. Token-based approach: 

 A unique token is shared among all the sites. 

 If a site possesses the unique token, it is allowed to enter its critical section 

 This approach uses sequence number to order requests for the critical section. 

 Each requests for critical section contains a sequence number. This sequence number 

is used to distinguish old and current requests. 

 This approach insures Mutual exclusion as the token is unique. 

 Eg: Suzuki-Kasami’s Broadcast Algorithm 

2. Non-token-based approach: 

 A site communicates with other sites in order to determine which sites should execute 

critical section next. This requires exchange of two or more successive round of 

messages among sites. 

 This approach use timestamps instead of sequence number to order requests for the 

critical section. 

 Whenever a site make request for critical section, it gets a timestamp. Timestamp is 

also used to resolve any conflict between critical section requests. 

 All algorithm which follows non-token based approach maintains a logical clock. 

Logical clocks get updated according to Lamport’s scheme. 
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 Eg: Lamport's algorithm, Ricart–Agrawala algorithm 

3. Quorum-based approach: 

 Instead of requesting permission to execute the critical section from all other sites, 

Each site requests only a subset of sites which is called a quorum. 

 Any two subsets of sites or Quorum contains a common site. 

 This common site is responsible to ensure mutual exclusion. 

 Eg: Maekawa’s Algorithm 

Preliminaries 

 The system consists of N sites, S1, S2, S3, …, SN.  

 Assume that a single process is running on each site.  

 The process at site Si is denoted by pi. All these processes communicate asynchronously over 

an underlying communication network. 

 A process wishing to enter the CS requests all other or a subset of processes by sending 

REQUEST messages, and waits for appropriate replies before entering the CS.  

 While waiting the process is not allowed to make further requests to enter the CS.  

 A site can be in one of the following three states: requesting the CS, executing the CS, 

or neither requesting nor executing the CS. 

 In the requesting the CS state, the site is blocked and cannot make further requests for the CS. 

 In the idle state, the site is executing outside the CS.  

 In the token-based algorithms, a site can also be in a state where a site holding the token is 

executing outside the CS. Such state is referred to as the idle token state. 

 At any instant, a site may have several pending requests for CS. A site queues up these 

requests and serves them one at a time. 

 N denotes the number of processes or sites involved in invoking the critical section, T denotes 

the average message delay, and E denotes the average critical section execution time. 

Requirements of mutual exclusion algorithms 

 Safety property: 

The safety property states that at any instant, only one process can execute the critical 

section. This is an essential property of a mutual exclusion algorithm. 

 Liveness property: 
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This property states the absence of deadlock and starvation. Two or more sites should 

not endlessly wait for messages that will never arrive. In addition, a site must not wait 

indefinitely to execute the CS while other sites are repeatedly executing the CS. That is, every 

requesting site should get an opportunity to execute the CS in finite time. 

 Fairness: 

 Fairness in the context of mutual exclusion means that each process gets a fair chance 

to execute the CS. In mutual exclusion algorithms, the fairness property generally means that 

the CS execution requests are executed in order of their arrival in the system. 

Performance metrics 

 Message complexity: This is the number of messages that are required per CS execution by a 

site. 

 Synchronization delay:  After a site leaves the CS, it is the time required and before the next 

site enters the CS. (Figure 3.1) 

 Response time: This is the time interval a request waits for its CS execution to be over after 

its request messages have been sent out. Thus, response time does not include the time a 

request waits at a site before its request messages have been sent out. (Figure 3.2) 

 System throughput: This is the rate at which the system executes requests for the CS. If SD 

is the synchronization delay and E is the average critical section execution time. 

 
 

 
Figure:  Synchronization delay 
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Figure:  Response Time 

 

Low and High Load Performance:  

 The performance of mutual exclusion algorithms is classified as  two special loading 

conditions, viz., “low load” and “high load”.  

 The load is determined by the arrival rate of CS execution requests.  

 Under low load conditions, there is seldom more than one request for the critical section 

present in the system simultaneously.  

 Under heavy load conditions, there is always a pending request for critical section at a site. 

 

Best and worst case performance 

 In the best case, prevailing conditions are such that a performance metric attains the best 

possible value. For example, the best value of the response time is a roundtrip message delay 

plus the CS execution time, 2T +E. 

 For examples, the best and worst values of the response time are achieved when load is, 

respectively, low and high;  

 The best and the worse message traffic is generated at low and heavy load conditions, 

respectively. 
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